6th GRADE COURSE SELECTION SHEET 2015-2016

Student’s Name: _________________________ Re-registration Date: _____________

PARENT PHONE: _________________________ EMAIL: __________________________

Required classes:
Students will be enrolled in the following classes:
- Mathematics, MAMF01(6), MAM101(7), MAM201(8)
- World History 6, SSEF01
- Science 6, SCGF02

Students will be enrolled in Language Arts for 90 minutes every day:
- Integrated Language Arts and Reading 6, LARF01

Students will be enrolled in four elective classes that will rotate each quarter:
- Physical Education B, PEGF03
- Health B, HLMF01
- Computer Applications B, PTI101

**PARENT SIGNATURE: _________________________

There is one class period left for you to choose what you would like to take.
If electives fill, we will use the re-registration date to determine priority placement.
Mark the classes you want in order of preference: 1, 2, 3 with 1 being your top choice.

If you select a year-long class, this is your only elective choice.

___Beginning Band 6-8 grades MUI101 ______ Winds ______ Brass
___Concert Band 6-8 grades MUI103 I have been playing for one or more years. My instrument: ____________
You will be provided with an instrument from the school. You must practice and attend the events scheduled for the band.
This class will prepare you for many years of musical involvement while you are in school. You will need to meet with the band teacher to determine your instrument and placement. YEAR LONG CLASS.

___Beginner Strings 6-8 grades
This class is for beginners. Students must have their own instrument.

___Strings Ensemble 6-8 grades MUI105E My instrument: ____________
Students must have their own instrument, a private tutor and an audition. You need to be proficient with your instrument and read music. Advanced musical selections are practiced in class. This class is not for beginners.

If you did not select BAND or STRINGS, you will take two of the classes listed below. Put the numbers 1-4 next to each class with 1 being your 1st choice.

___Chorus 6-8 grades MUG103 ___ Semester only ___ Full year
Chorus is a performance-based class for students who want to experience various repertoire from other cultures on the stage. Students who like to extend their voice range and singing skills will enjoy this class. Students will have opportunities to perform in the community and express their feelings through music literature. THIS IS A SEMESTER OR YEAR-LONG CLASS.

___Art 6th grade only ARAF03
This is a course designed for 6th grade students who may have had little, some or no exposure to art during their previous elementary school years. The course begins with an introduction to the elements of art and helps you become able to use them in your art. Art activities are designed to help you communicate ideas, solve problems, ask questions and have fun solving them with the creative process. You will learn lots of artistic techniques you may not ever have thought of before!

___Applied Technology 6th grade only PTE101
Students create simple machines and discover how they work by building and experimenting with gears, levers and pulleys. Students in this course will learn to use the LEGO® Simple Machines and Motorized Mechanisms sets, to develop basic building skills while working on projects and taking part in hands-on demonstrations. Hands-on experimentation and innovative fun are included every step of the way. This course delvers key concepts of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) in an engaging way so that kids can connect to these concepts.

___Drama 6th grade only DRA101
This course focuses on the history of theater, voice, acting, public speaking, improvisation, and script writing. You don't have to be an actor or have any experience to take drama. Just come with a positive attitude and be willing to try new things.